Making MPEG's from GARP

• Copy over the script 'make_mpeg' from Manda's home directory.

    cp ~amanda/make_mpeg .

• The command to run the script is:

    make_mpeg name name.mpg folder

where name = first part of sequentially numbered gifs
(i.e. if your gifs are radar01.gif, radar02.gif,
    radar03.gif, etc., then you put in 'radar' for the
    name)

name.mpg=what you want the mpeg to be called

folder= directory that the gifs are in most times you can just put
a dot (.) If you put a directory you need to put the whole
directory name
( i.e. not just radar but /f5/raid5/class2/fall01/yourname/radar)

• don't forget to make the script executeable
    chmod u+x make_mpeg

• You may need to change the script depending on the dimensions of
your gifs. It is currently set for the GARP default size.

• Mpeg's can be directly inserted into powerpoint slides